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JUSTICE STONE AND FOOTNOTE 4

Matthew Perry*

In United States v. Carolene Products Corp. , Justice Harlan Fiske
Stone attached what arguably has become "the most celebrated foot-
note in constitutional law."2 Footnote 4, a short three paragraph list
of Court-protected domains of law, has transcended its "casual" ori-
gins3 to become an important basis of doctrinal interpretation for over
fifty years.

This study will explore the man behind the footnote, as well as
the footnote itself, to better understand the reasons for its inclusion in
Carolene in 1938. Several factors probably contributed to the con-
cerns Justice Stone specified for special Court protection in Footnote
4. These factors included Stone's judicial philosophy, his concern for
the state of democracy in the United States in 1938, his awareness of
minority treatment at home and abroad as the result of several corre-
spondences, the influences of Justices Charles Evans Hughes, Oliver
Wendell Holmes, Louis D. Brandeis and Benjamin N. Cardozo, and
his own personal experiences of World War I.
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I. HARLAN FisKE STONE

Harlan Fiske Stone was born to middling New England farmers
in Chesterfield, New Hampshire, on October 11, 1872.' He was raised
in Amherst, Massachusetts, where he attended high school and
entered Massachusetts Agricultural College. In an ironic twist of
events, Stone experienced life as an outcast early when he was "rusti-
cated" from MAC for a breach of academic discipline. He then
entered Amherst College, where he quickly distinguished himself,
serving as class president for three years and earning membership in
Phi Beta Kappa. Stone also became acquainted with a schoolmate at
Amherst named Calvin Coolidge, and upon graduation Stone was
voted the student "most likely to become famous." Stone entered the
Law School of Columbia University, supporting himself by teaching,
as he had done while at Amherst. In 1898, Stone graduated from
Columbia and worked at the Wall Street firm of Satterlee (son-in-law
to J.P. Morgan) and Canfield, quickly making partner. Though Stone
was a highly successful Wall Street lawyer, he was not destined to be a
legal guardian of big business. His was a story of the "Wall Street
lawyer gone good." Since 1899, he had lectured at Columbia and by
1905 became a full professor in the Law School. He was chosen dean
of the Law School in 1910 and served in this position for thirteen
years. During his tenure as dean, Stone established himself as a
humanitarian and guardian of civil liberty. His open kindness was
well known throughout the school: "Any student, no matter how
humble in origin, could always find in the teacher and dean a sage
counselor, never too busy to hear a recitation of troubles and to give
friendly advice."' 5 Among his colleagues at Columbia, Stone was also
highly respected for his brightness and fairness, especially in the man-
ner of liberty of opinion and academic freedom. During World War I,
Stone was chosen to serve on the Board of Inquiry that examined men
who claimed conscientious objector exemption from military service.
Stone distinguished himself on the board for his willingness to impar-
tially investigate the cases which came before the board, a difficult and

4 The following biography is primarily taken from Charles Beard, Prefatory Note to
SAMUEL KONEFSKY, CIEF JUSTICE STONE AND THE SUPREME COURT xiii, xiii-xxiv (1945). The
most comprehensive biography of Justice Stone is AiiEus THOMAS MASON'S HARLAN FisKE
STONE: PILLAR OF TiE LAW (1956), and this article uses the book extensively. A succinct and
interesting biography of Stone can be found in THE SUPREME COURT JUSTICEs: A BIOGRAPI-
CAL DICTONARY 425-434 (Melvin Urofsky ed., 1994).

5 KoNE'sicv, supra note 4, at xvi.
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unpopular task during the charged era of the Great War. Stone also
objected publicly to Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer's "Red
Raids" in the early 1920s.

In 1924, Stone's old college mate, now-President Calvin Coolidge,
appointed him Attorney General, an office reeling from the scandal-
ous remnants of the Harding administration. Stone quickly expelled
many of the counter-insurgency elements of the department; he
purged many of the Harding left-overs from their jobs, abolished the
prying General Intelligence Division, and disbanded the volunteer
corps of sniffers and snoopers who for years had terrorized citizens
and aliens of unorthodox opinions and ideologies. Though some in
the enlightened community wished his department "house-cleaning"
measures would have been more extensive, his agency administration
"showed that he stood squarely against the malevolence that marked
the treatment of civil liberties under President Wilson from 1917 to
1921 and under President Harding."6

In 1925, Coolidge nominated Stone to replace the retiring Justice
Joseph McKenna to the United States Supreme Court. This nomina-
tion initially received considerable opposition, especially from Senator
George W. Norris. Norris charged that Stone was nothing more than
a former Wall Street lawyer who had partnered with the son-in-law of
J. P. Morgan, who had "spent all his life in an atmosphere of big busi-
ness, of corporations, of monopolies, and of trusts."7 Norris worried
that Stone would protect these former friends and clients while on the
Court. Although Stone was initiating an anti-trust suit against the
Aluminum Company of America at the time of the nomination, it was
true that he had yet to establish himself as less conservative in eco-
nomic and sociological jurisprudence than those already in the major-
ity on the Taft Court. However, when the final vote came down,
Stone's appointment was opposed by only six senators.

Harlan Fiske Stone was sworn in as Associate Justice of the
United States Supreme Court on March 25, 1925. He took his high-
backed chair as a man of fairly humble roots, strong education, and
legal expertise. More importantly, he also brought with him a lifetime
of experience and an established reputation as a humane arbiter of
fairness for all. This reputation would come to fruition over the

6 Ko,,tFsKy, supra note 4, at xviii.
7 KONEFSKY, supra note 4, at 255-56.
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course of Justice Stone's long career on the Court and especially in
Carolene.

II. THE PRE-CAROLENE COURT

In order to understand the Carolene Products Court, it is first
necessary to undertake a short review of its era.' In the late 19th Cen-
tury, the United States Supreme Court took an activist interest in the
changes and developments of rapidly industrializing America.
Though the Court had always been somewhat involved in the nation's
economy, it can safely be said that after the Civil War, justices of the
Court viewed their role in democracy and economics differently from
those of the past. As the nation began its move from a rural agrarian
society to a more urban industrialized country, new problems pro-
duced new legislation, which brought new cases before the Court for
interpretation. The Court was not insulated from society; indeed, the
justices had their own opinions, ideologies, and biases regarding life in
an America which looked less and less like that they had previously
known. Beginning with the dissenting opinions in the Slaughter-
House Cases9 in 1873, justices started a process of power usurpation,
taking an active role in the formulation of economic legislative policy.
Justices such as Stephen Field and Joseph Bradley proposed striking
economic reforms passed by Congress and state legislatures which
attempted to deal with the changes and abuses of the industrial era.
By the late 1890s, a new activist majority actually began to do so.

By the early 20th Century, the Supreme Court had developed
several doctrinal standards and interpretations of the Rule of Law
which allowed it to scrutinize virtually any and all economic reforms.
At its discretion, it could determine the constitutionality of both state
and federal legislation. These weapons were utilized by the conserva-
tive activist factions which dominated the Court from the late 1890s to
1937 to square the economic legislation of the Progressive and New
Deal eras with the Rule of Law. Several reforms had fallen victim to
the Court's discretionary activism. Such Court interpretations and
standards included the use of substantive due process, 10 the commerce

8 See generally GEiRAiD GUNTHER, CONSTrrUTIONAL LAW chs 3-5 (12th ed. 1991).
9 83 U.S. (16 Wall) 36 (1872).
10 Also known as "Lochnerizing," this interpretation struck regulations of labor relations,

prices, and entry into business. See Aflgeyer v. Louisiana, 165 U.S. 578 (1897); Lochner v. New
York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905); Adair v. United States, 208 U.S. 161 (1908); Coppage v. Kansas, 236
U.S. 1 (1915); Adkins v. Children's Hospital, 261 U.S. 525 (1923); Weaver v. Palmer Bros., 270
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clause interpretation of the logical nexus test," the use of the dormant
commerce clause, 2 and others. 3 In short, the Supreme Court enabled
itself to play a significant role in economic policy from 1873-1936.
These interpretations, created and employed by conservative, seem-
ingly pro-business activist justices on the bench such as Field, Bradley,
Fuller, Peckham, Day, Van Devanter, Sutherland, and Butler, served
to make economic reform during the boom or bust industrial and Pro-
gressive eras an extremely difficult task. On March 9, 1937, in the
wake of the invalidation of several New Deal measures by 5-4 Court
decisions (Butler, Sutherland, McReynolds, Van Devanter, and Rob-
erts majority), President Franklin Delano Roosevelt delivered a
national radio address in which he openly challenged the Supreme
Court. FDR proposed a reorganization of the Court which would
allow him to appoint a new justice for each member over the age of
70, to a limit of 15 justices on the bench. This move allegedly was
designed to ensure "speedier and less costly ... federal justice" and to
"bring into the judicial system a steady and continuing system of new
and younger blood."' 4 It was no accident that there happened to be
six justices on the bench who were over 70 years at the time. This
number of new appointments would give FDR the Court support he
needed to allow his New Deal programs to pass constitutionality tests.
The Judicial Reform Act, or "Court-packing plan" as it came to be
called, did not survive the Senate. The Senate Judiciary Committee
issued a Reorganization of the Federal Judiciary-Adverse Report of the
Committee of the Judiciary in July which flatly rejected the proposal.
However, in a turn of events subject to much historic debate, FDR
eventually won his war with the Supreme Court. In what came to be

U.S. 235 (1926); Williams v. Standard Oil, 278 U.S. 235 (1929); New State Ice Co. v. Liebman
(1932).

11 The Court made an often seeming distinction between interstate and intrastate com-
merce which turned on a distinction between manufacturing and transportation. See United
States v. E.C. Knight, 156 U.S. 1 (1895); Hammer v. Dagenhart, 247 U.S. 251 (1918); Railroad
Retirement Bd. v. Alton Railroad, 295 U.S. 495 (1935); Schechter Poultry v. United States, 295
U.S. 495 (1935); Carter v. Carter Coal, 296 U.S. 571 (1935).

12 In these cases, the Court decided that state regulations of the economy were also uncon-
stitutional on commerce power grounds. See Welton v. Missouri, 91 U.S. 275 (1876); Southern
Ry. Co. v. King, 217 U.S. 524 (1910); Seaboard Airline Ry. v. Blackwell, 244 U.S. 310 (1917);
DiSanto v. Pennsylvania, 273 U.S. 34 (1927).

13 For instance, the Court also narrowly read Congress' power to tax or spend. See Bailey
v. Drexel Furniture, 259 U.S. 20 (1922); United States v. Butler, 297 U.S. 1 (1936).

14 GUNTHER, supra note 8, at 123.
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called "the switch in time that saved the nine,"'5 Justice Owen J. Rob-
erts, previously in the majority (indeed, he had actually written the
majority opinion striking down the Agricultural Adjustment Act in
United States v. Butler16) came over to the Brandeis-Cardozo-Hughes-
Stone faction which had urged deference to the New Deal measures.
NLRB v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp.,7 upheld the National Labor
Relations Act of 1935 by the new 5-4 majority. Shortly thereafter,
Justice Van Devanter, one of the "Four Horsemen" conservative
activists, retired and was replaced by FDR appointee Hugo Black.

The Supreme Court, now with a solid majority committed to
restraint in economic legislation scrutiny, "repudiated wholesale its
previous solicitude for free economic enterprise and acknowledged
that economic and social regulation was primarily a legislative, and
not a judicial, responsibility."' 8 In addition to putting the logical
nexus test to rest in NLRB v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., the Court
ended substantive due process review in West Coast Hotel v. Parrish,"9
ceased narrow dormant commerce clause scrutiny in South Carolina
Highway Department v. Barnwell Brothers,' and buried the 10th
Amendment as but a "truism" in United States v. Darby.2 The
Supreme Court basically declared that it would no longer carefully
scrutinize economic regulation the way it had in the past. Instead, it
would defer such legislation to the authority of the elected bodies of
government and assume a "hands-off" approach to future economic
legislation. This discussion gives some basic background of the consti-
tutional era surrounding the Carolene Court. United States v.
Carolene Products Corp. was decided in April 1938, a date that is sig-
nificant in this context. Now, a closer look at the Carolene decision.

III. UNITED STATES V. CAROLENE PRODUCTS

Although this study focuses on Footnote 4, it is still necessary to
establish the facts of the Carolene case. A short review of the case
will serve this purpose.

15 GUNTHER, supra note 8, at 124.
16 297 U.S. 1 (1936).
17 301 U.S. 1(1937).
18 LUsKY, supra note 3, at 121-22.
19 300 U.S. 379 (1937).
20 303 U.S. 177 (1938).
21 312 U.S. 100, 124 (1941).
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In 1935, the Carolene Products Company of Litchfield, Illinois,
was indicted for violating the federal Filled Milk Act of 1923.2 The
FMA defined filled milk as "any milk, cream, or skimmed milk,
whether or not condensed or dried, to which has been added, or which
had been blended or compounded with, any fat or oil other than milk
fat, so that the resulting product is in imitation or semblance of milk,
cream, or skimmed milk, whether or not condensed or dried." Filled
milk was declared to be "an adulterated article of food, injurious to
the public health" and the interstate shipment of it was prohibited by
the act. Carolene Products was indicted under the FMA for shipping
"Milnut," a compound of condensed skimmed milk and coconut oil
which resembled condensed milk or cream but lacked the natural but-
terfat, from Litchfield, Illinois, to Muncie, Indiana. The District Court
of the Southern District of Illinois, adhering to the doctrine of Loch-
ner v. New York,' decided in favor of Carolene Products.24 The Dis-
trict Court upheld a demurrer to the indictment on 5th Amendment
violations of a taking of property without due process and held that
the Filled Milk Act was an unconstitutional attempt to regulate local
matters under the pretext of interstate commerce regulation.25 The
federal government appealed the case to the United States Supreme
Court.

United States v. Carolene Products Corp. was argued before the
Court on April 6, 1938.26 This date is crucial. From this date - after
the 1937 "switch" - one can accurately predict that this economic regu-
lation was likely to be sustained. Indeed, that is exactly what hap-
pened when the Court's decision came down on April 25, 1938.
Justice Stone wrote the majority opinion for the Court, joined by Jus-
tices Hughes, Brandeis, and Roberts, overruling the District Court's
demurrer to the indictment and sustaining the Filled Milk Act. Jus-
tices Black and Butler both concurred in the result, but did not agree
with the entire Stone opinion (Butler filed a concurring opinion). Jus-
tice McReynolds was the only dissenter in the case (Justice Cardozo

22 21 U.S.C. § 61 (current version at 21 U.S.C. § 61 (1995)); see Geoffrey P. Miller, The
True Story of Carolene Products, SUPREME COURT REVIEW 397-428 (1988).

23 198 U.S. 45 (1905).
24 7 F. Supp. 500 (S.D. Ill. 1934).
25 Id. at 508.
26 For an interesting discussion of the eventual fate of Carolene Products and the Filled

Milk Act, see Frank R. Strong, A Post-Script to Carolene Products, 5 CONST. COMMErrrARY 1,
185-91 (1988).
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was ill and abstained from the decision, as did Justice Reed, who had
signed the appellant's brief the previous November when serving as
Solicitor General; however, both would probably have agreed with the
outcome of the case).

Justice Stone's majority opinion was very succinct and to the
point. In Part One, he overruled the indictment demurrer, stating that
the passage of the FMA was within the scope of the congressional
power to regulate interstate commerce. In Part Two, relying on an
extension of State police powers sustained in Hebe Co. v. Shaw,27 he
rejected Carolene Products' 5th Amendment argument, stating that
the "prohibition of (Milnut) in interstate commerce does not infringe
on the 5th Amendment." Even further, Stone found positive reasons
to sustain the act:

[N]othing in the Constitution ... compels a legislature, either state or
national, to ignore such evidence [filled milk is injurious to public
health and facilitates fraud on the public], nor need it disregard the
other evidence which amply supports the conclusion of Congressional
committees [to regulate].2s

This study's point of concern concentrates on Part Three of Jus-
tice Stone's opinion. Here, he declares that legislative findings such as
committee reports served to "reveal[] the rationale of legislation" and
aid in facilitating "informed judicial review."29 The legislative findings
that were reported upon consideration of the Filled Milk Act in 1923,
which found health and fraud problems with the sale of filed milk,
supported the FMA and were rationally related to ends of the regula-
tion. Stone granted an even greater general deference to the legisla-
tive branch to decide economic regulation in writing:

Even in the absence of such aids the existence of facts supporting the
legislative judgment is to be presumed, for regulatory legislation
affecting ordinary commercial transactions is not to be pronounced
unconstitutional unless in the light of the facts made known or gener-
ally assumed it is of such a character as to preclude the assumption

27 248 U.S. 297 (1919).
28 Carolene, 304 U.S. at 149-50.
29 Id. at 152.
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that it rests upon some rational basis within the knowledge and experi-
ence of the legislators (emphasis added). 30

Having said this, Justice Stone gave Congress and other legislative
bodies virtually complete discretion in economic regulation without
worrying about pre-1937-style Court scrutiny. The Court would sub-
ject future economic legislation to a rational basis test, a very flexible
approach which requires only that the means of legislation be ration-
ally related to its ends. This "hands-off" approach would, for the most
part, get the Court out of the business of economic policy-making and
restore the previous balance of power among the branches of
government.

Stone's jurisprudential philosophy often came into play in eco-
nomic disputes that came before the Court. He refused to strike down
social and economic legislation which attempted to react to the era
simply because he disliked or distrusted it, which was often the case.
Stone disagreed with many of FDR's New Deal measures and
deplored Congress' acquiescence in passing them, yet he joined the
majority only a few times in voiding these popularly mandated meas-
ures. 31 His belief in democracy and the Court's role in it overrode his
own personal feelings towards much social and economic legislation,
and this adherence to restraint often separated him from his activist
brethren. Indeed, in his first ten years on the bench, Stone wrote 42
dissenting opinions and concurred in an additional 98, often disagree-
ing with the majority's conservative economic interventionism.3 2

Despite the great deference to elected government shown by the
new majority in NLRB, Parrish, and Barnwell, etc., certain justices
were not willing to allow the Court's complete abdication of judicial
review. The new majority, especially Stone, worried that:

Having surrendered the heavy obligation of passing on the wisdom of
social and economic policy, did it follow that judicial self-restraint was
equally applicable to the review of legislation infringing those free-
doms that constitute "the very essence of ordered liberty?" Must the

30 Id. It is here that Justice Stone attached Footnote 4.
31 MASON, supra note 4, at 305.
32 George D. Braden, The Search for Objectivity in Constitutional Law, 57 YALE L.J. 571

(1948).
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Court defer to political restraints in this area, as well in cases concern-
ing regulation of our social and economic life? 33

Louis Lusky, Justice Stone's clerk in 1938 and the actual original
author of Footnote 4, wrote, "[v]ery soon, Stone was given the oppor-
tunity to deal with the question. 3 4  This opportunity came in
Carolene, a case which Lusky states involved nothing more than a
"straightforward business regulation." The decision was just as
straightforward in upholding the Filled Milk Act. Justice Stone went
further, however:

He decided to address the much harder question whether the pre-
sumption of constitutionality should apply in cases involving not busi-
ness liberties but civil liberties . . .by appending a caveat in his
footnote 4 ....

Indeed, at the very moment of Justice Stone's Carolene opinion in
which he advocated near total judicial deference to the elected policy
makers of the republic, he ingeniously attached what many scholars
have called the most famous footnote in American Constitutional his-
tory, outlining the exceptions to judicial restraint. 36 Our focus now
turns to this incredible footnote.

IV. FooTNoTE 4

Footnote 4 in Justice Stone's Carolene opinion reads:

33 ALPHEUS T. MASON, THE SUPREME COURT: PALLADIruM OF FREEDOM 151 (1962).
34 Louis Lusky, Footnote Redux: A Carolene Products Reminiscence, 82 COLUMBIA L.

REv. 1087, 1095 (1982).
35 Id. at 1095.
36 THE SUPREME COURT JUSTICES makes an interesting observation about the proper place

Carolene Products should hold in constitutional history:
Most legal historians have identified Chief Justice Hughes's opinion in West Coast Hotel
v. Parrish (1937) as a watershed in American constitutional law. It was this opinion that
[sic] the new orientation of Roberts and Hughes, which meant that the Court would no
longer attempt to act as a super legislature to review economic regulatory statutes. The
West Coast Hotel decision, however, did not hint at the new judicial activism which would
soon infuse the Court on civil rights and civil liberties questions. Stone's Carolene Prod-
ucts footnote, by contrast, looked both backward and forward. It also made clear that
different standards of constitutional review would henceforth be exercised in economic
regulation and personal rights cases. Thus, an argument can be made that Stone's
Carolene Products footnote provides a better point of demarcation than West Coast Hotel
for the shift to the constitutional jurisprudence of the modem era.

THE SUPREME COURT JusricEs, supra note 4, at 430.
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There may be [a] narrower scope for operation of the presump-
tion of constitutionality when legislation appears on its face to be
within a specific prohibition of the Constitution, such as those of the
first ten amendments, which are deemed equally specific when held to
be embraced within the Fourteenth ....

It is unnecessary to consider now whether legislation which
restricts those political processes which can ordinarily be expected to
bring about repeal of undesirable legislation, is to be subjected to
more exacting judicial scrutiny under the general prohibitions of the
Fourteenth Amendment than are most other types of legislation ....

Nor need we enquire whether similar considerations enter into
the review of statutes directed at particular religious... or national...
or racial minorities ... whether prejudice against discrete and insular
minorities may be a special condition, which tends seriously to curtail
the operation of those political processes ordinarily to be relied upon
to protect minorities, and which may call for a correspondingly more
searching judicial inquiry.37

In this footnote, Justice Stone explicitly provided an approach through
which the post-1937 Supreme Court could maintain its role in our
democracy. He clearly presented three situations in which the Court
would not assume constitutionality of passed legislation, as it had
done in recent business regulations in NLRB, Parrish, and Barnwell
(and indeed it was doing in Carolene itself). The Court would, accord-
ing to Footnote 4, subject legislation to a stricter standard than a sim-
ple rational basis test when it seemed to affect a specific prohibition of
the Bill of Rights, the processes of political activity, or the civil liber-
ties of certain minority groups.

Why did Justice Stone attach Footnote 4? What factors influ-
enced his thinking? These crucial questions demand consideration
and answers, though in many cases speculation is required to postulate
conclusive reasons.

V. JUSTICE STONE AND FOOTNOTE 4

Footnote 4 changed upon its original submission to the Court for
consideration. The first circulated submission stated:

37 Carolene, 304 U.S. at 153 (emphasis added) (citations omitted).
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Different considerations may apply, and one attacking the consti-
tutionality of a statute may be thought to bear a lighter burden, when
the legislation aims at restricting the corrective political processes
which can ordinarily be expected to bring about repeal of undesirable
legislation. So, statutory interferences with political organizations
have been [seen] subjected to a more exacting judicial test than have
been other types of statutes. Like considerations may be relevant in
comparable situation, as when the right to vote or peaceably to assem-
ble is involved, or when a statute is directed at particular religions or
at racial minorities. Prejudice against discrete and insular minorities
may be a special condition in such situations, which tends seriously to
curtail the operation of those political processes normally to be relied
on to protect minorities, and which may call for a correspondingly
more searching judicial scrutiny. 38

Obviously, this draft was different from that which later appeared in
the opinion. The original submission made no reference to the spe-
cific prohibitions of the Constitution's Bill of Rights, which made up
Paragraph One of the final form. The presence of Paragraph One in
Carolene's Footnote 4 can be directly attributed to the concerns of
Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes. Upon first circulation, Hughes
asked Stone, "[a]re the 'considerations' different or does the differ-
ence lie not in the test but in the nature of the right invoked? '39

Hughes was suggesting that some rights "deserved more judicial atten-
tion than others because they are mentioned in the text of the Consti-
tution."'  A day later, Stone addressed Hughes' concerns:

You are quite right in saying that the specific prohibitions of the first
ten amendments and the same prohibitions when adopted by the
Fourteenth Amendment leave no opportunity for presumption of con-
stitutionality where statutes on their face violate the prohibition.4 1

Stone so easily accepted Hughes' approach because he did not
profess to establish a settled theorem of government or standard of
judicial review through Footnote 4, only to put forth a starting point

38 Lusky, supra note 34, at 1096-97.
39 Letter from Chief Justice Charles Evan Hughes to Justice Harlan Fiske Stone (April 18,

1938), reprinted in Lusky, supra note 34, at 1106.
40 Lusky, supra note 34, at 1097.
41 Letter from Justice Harlan Fiske Stone to Chief Justice Charles Evan Hughes (April 19,

1938), reprinted in Lusky, supra note 34, at 1108.
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for debate among the Justices and the academic community for con-
sideration. Indeed, the footnote "did not purport to decide anything;
it merely made some suggestions for future considerations."'42 It sim-
ply raised some questions which Stone thought important, leaving
many other civil liberty questions unaddressed, even with the Hughes
paragraph. As Lusky maintains, it was a modest effort to catalyze a
"thoroughgoing analysis and discussion by bar, bench, and academia "
of civil liberties and jurisprudence.43 Stone revised the footnote to
accommodate Hughes' approach. He also slightly reworded and
restructured his thesis into paragraphs two and three, though the case
citations remained the same as in the original submission." It is inter-
esting to note that historically, Stone has either been praised or criti-
cized for the "preferred position" of freedoms doctrine rooted in
Paragraph One, not Hughes. It is odd that Stone is generally cited as
the author of the preferred position, though it was Hughes who was
directly responsible for its inclusion in Footnote 4. Yet, in the debates
over the approach on the Supreme Court, it was Stone who emerged
as the real advocate of the approach, not Hughes. For example, in
Minersville School District v. Gobitis,45 it was Stone who defended the
preferred position interpretation against the Frankfurter majority

42 Lusky, supra note 34, at 1098-99. Peter Linzer asserts that Footnote 4's approach was
not as tentative as Lusky believes in his fascinating article. Peter Linzer, The Carolene Products
Footnote and the Preferred Position of Individual Rights: Louis Lusky and John Hart Ely vs.
Harlan Fiske Stone, 12 CONST. COMMENTARY at 277-303 (1995). "I will show below," Linzer
writes, "that Stone and his contemporaries on the Court several times treated Footnote 4 as
stating a positive, not tentative, thesis ..... Id. at 283, 288-300.

43 Lusky, supra note 34, at 1099.
44 George Braden speculated that Justice Stone did not write the first paragraph at all:

[P]artly because the paragraph does not fit in with what appears to be his philosophy and
partly because two dicta are referred to support the first paragraph, Stromberg v. Califor-
nia, 283 U.S. 359 (1931) and Lovell v. Griffin, 303 U.S. 444 (1938), both opinions of Chief
Justice Hughes, which references seem only vaguely relevant... [m]y guess is that Chief
Justice Hughes added the paragraph to some theory he had which he thought the citations
to his opinions demonstrated.

Braden, 580 n.28. Linzer does not take this view at all, arguing that after Lusky presented to
Stone the original draft of the footnote, which contained only the provisions of paragraphs two
and three, and after Hughes "pointed out how this ignored the nature of the substantive rights
involved, particularly freedom of speech," that "Stone rewrote the footnote, making clear in his
letter to Hughes that he had no disagreement, and wished to protect both explicitly protected
rights and those which needed the more general protection of the due process clause," pp. 301-
02. An interesting issue underlying all this was the relationship between Stone and Hughes,
which were sometimes strained; see Mason, supra note 4, at 390, 460, 488-89, and Urofsky, who
writes, "[o]bviously, there was no love lost between Hughes and Stone." THE SuptnEm COURT

JusrIcEs: A BIOGRAPmCAL DICrIONARY, supra note 4, at 428-29.
45 310 U.S. 586, 606 (1940) (Stone, J., dissenting).
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which flatly rejected it. For puzzling reasons, Hughes joined the
majority opinion and seemingly rejected a principle of constitutional
interpretation which he had pushed for two years earlier in Footnote
4, and Stone became the real patron of the preferred position
approach on the Court. In Jones v. Opelika,' Justice Stone fully
developed the idea in dissent, writing that "the Constitution, by virtue
of the First and Fourteenth Amendments, has put those freedoms
[freedom of speech and religion] in a preferred position."'47 The pre-
ferred position doctrine was adopted by a majority of the Court the
following term in Murdock v. Pennsylvania.a"

It is in the second and third paragraphs of Footnote 4 that Justice
Stone created the apparent constitutional double-standard. Indeed,
Herbert Weschler has observed: "it is the paradox of the period...
that new areas of constitutional protection were emerging even as the
power to govern was being sustained. Justice Stone's part in this
branch of the development was... commanding."49 Through Justice
Stone, the Court was affirming the power of the elected bodies of gov-
ernment to deal with economic regulation without worrying about
judicial activist intervention in Carolene. This is consistent with
Stone's general philosophy of democracy and constitutional jurispru-
dence. His pre-1937 case voting record in regard to economic regula-
tion has historically been described as liberal. Perhaps more
accurately, it should be viewed as a manifestation of Stone's belief in
judicial restraint and its role in democracy.

Stone believed firmly in judicial restraint and was fearful of the
pre-1937 Court's view of itself as "the only agency of government that
must be assumed to have [the] capacity to govern."5 His philosophy
dictated that the elected bodies of government, checked by "the ballot
[box] and to the processes of democratic government," were the
proper bodies of the state to deal with most matters, such as economic
regulation.51 Nine robed men, their exercise of power checked only

46 316 U.S. 584 (1942).
47 316 U.S. 584; see Linzer's discussion of Stone and Gobitis, Opelika, and Skinner v.

Oklahoma, supra note 42, at 288-92.
48 319 U.S. 105 (1943). See also Lusky, supra note 3, at 127. For an interesting and concise

discussion of Footnote 4's relation to preferred position of freedoms in addition to Linzer, see
Samuel Krislov, THE SUPREME COURT AND POLITICAL FREEDOM 28-39 (1968).

49 Herbert Wechsler, Stone and the Constitution, 46 COLUM. L. REV. 764, 793 (1946).
50 ALPHEUS THOMAS MASON, THE SUPREME COURT FROM TAFT TO WARREN 125 (1958)

(quoting United States v. Butler, 297 U.S. 1, 87 (1936) (Stone, J., dissenting)).
51 MASON, supra note 50, at 125 (quoting Butler, 297 U.S. at 79 (Stone, J., dissenting)).
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by their "own sense of self-restraint," were not.52 Paragraph Two of
Footnote 4 sought to protect the nature and purity of the political pro-
cess. Stone felt that the Court needed to seriously scrutinize legisla-
tion which restricted the ballot box, as it had in the White Primary
Cases." This reflects Stone's belief in self-government and the sacred-
ness he attributed political rights-they were fundamental rights
which deserved exacting judicial scrutiny despite his firm belief in
restraint. However, Justice Stone was not willing to allow majoritari-
anism to rule carte blanche. He was unwilling to trust the political
processes, which he so resolutely guarded in Paragraph Two, to always
act in the best interests of "discrete and insular minorities." To pro-
tect from majority tyranny, Paragraph Three of Footnote 4 subjected
legislation which affected such minority groups to "a more searching
judicial inquiry." The political process, normally capable of facilitat-
ing "the repeal of undesirable legislation," could not be relied upon to
do so in the case of minority groups, often unpopular and/or
oppressed peoples. Majority prejudices toward these groups, coupled
with the numerical minority of their group voting power, tended to
"curtail the operation of those political processes ordinarily to be
relied upon to protect minorities. 5 4 Footnote 4 created a special role
for the Court to protect certain minority groups from the majority.
Indeed, his concern for civil liberties and minority rights was
expressed in a letter Stone wrote to Judge Irving Lehman the day
after Carolene came down. He wrote:

I have been deeply concerned about the increasing racial and religious
intolerance which seems to bedevil the world, and which I greatly fear
may be augmented in this country. For that reason I was greatly dis-
turbed by the attacks on the Court and the Constitution last year, for
one consequence of the program of 'judicial reform' might well result
in breaking down the guarantees of individual liberty.55

52 Id.
53 Nixon v. Herndon, 273 U.S. 536 (1927); Nixon v. Condon, 286 U.S. 73 (1932); Grovey v.

Townshend, 295 U.S. 45 (1935).
54 Carolene, 304 U.S. at 153.
55 Letter from Harlan Fiske Stone to Irving Lehman (April 26, 1938), in MASON, supra

note 4, at 515.
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This is a revealing comment which reflects Justice Stone's depth of
concern while crafting Footnote 4. An analysis of each aspect of
these concerns discloses the rationale for Stone's logic in Footnote 4.

Stone's first concern regarding the increasing intolerance toward
racial and religious groups is expressed on the international level. He
refers to events occurring abroad, particularly in Nazi Germany. This
concern can, in part, be attributed to Professor Karl Loewenstein, a
refugee from Nazi Germany and an Amherst Professor of Political
Science. Stone and Loewenstein began their correspondence in Janu-
ary 1938. In 1937, Loewenstein had published Militant Democracy
and Fundamental Rights,5 6 a study of fascism explaining the dangers of
totalitarian doctrines and discussed the activities of right-wing move-
ments in several democratic nations, including the United States.
Loewenstein included reprints of this article in his initial letter to
Stone.

Loewenstein's two-part article Legislative Control of Political
Extremism in European Democracies,57 appeared in the Columbia
Law Review in April and May 1938. Stone, a trustee of the Review,
and Lusky, former Note Editor of the Review, almost certainly read
the Loewenstein essays. Focusing particularly on the downfall of the
Weimar democracy in Germany, the article advised democracies to
"fight fire with fire,"58 and to militantly protect themselves from the
emerging fascist movements in Europe. The article also provided a
short overview of the rise of rightist-fascist groups in the U.S. as well
as legislative options to prevent events in America "[t]o the successful
overthrow of democracy in Germany by Hitler."59 Stone corre-
sponded and occasionally met with Loewenstein until at least 1942.
Upon examination of Stone's letters, one can infer that the Justice was
at least "[f]avorably impressed by Loewenstein's writing."' Justice
Stone may well have been referring to Professor Loewenstein's arti-
cles in his letter to Judge Lehman, and it is quite possible that the
protections in Footnote 4 can be attributed, in some part, to the effect

.56 Karl Loewenstein, Militant Democracy and Fundamental Rights, 31 AM. POL. SCIENCE
REv. 417, 435 (1937).

57 Karl Loewenstein, Legislative Control of Political Extremism in European Democracies,
38 COLum. L. REv. 591, 726 (1938).

58 Id. at 774.

59 Id. at 594.
60 David M. Bixby, The Roosevelt Cour Democratic Ideology, and Minority Rights:

Another Look at United States v. Classic, 90 YALE L.J. 741, 764 (1981).
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of Loewenstein's writing on Stone's awareness of the events in
Europe.

Justice Stone was also anxiously aware of the rising intolerance
and majoritarian prejudices in America toward racial and religious
minorities that resembled those in Europe. As expressed in the Leh-
man letter, he feared the proliferation of such attitudes here. This
cognizance can also be partly attributed to several correspondences
the Justice kept during the 1920s and 1930s.

His old colleague at Columbia, Robert L. Hale, incredulously
asked Stone if it was a mistake that his name had appeared among the
Pierce Butler majority in United States v. Schwimmer,61 a case in which
the Court upheld the denial of naturalized citizenship to an elderly
woman who was a pacifist. "It is hard for me to believe... you cer-
tainly do not share his [Butler's] views that persons make dangerous
citizens because they have beliefs which differ from yours?"'62 Stone
initially had wanted to dissent, but for practical reasons rationalized
joining the majority, though he was never comfortable with this deci-
sion. He tried to defend his decision on a case-specific technicality,
but his old friend's inquiry had stirred his personal doubts for not
joining Holmes and Brandeis in dissent.63

In 1930, Stone also sought the advice of his former law professor,
Judge John Bassett Moore, concerning the Schwimmer approach.
Moore, a former judge on the Permanent Court of International Jus-
tice, bluntly rejected Scwhimmer's precedent in his reply:

I had always thought that freedom of speech and thought... as the
very cornerstone of our liberties. [This nation is] "the home of the
brave" . . . due to the fact that it [is] also "the land of the free," it

61 279 U.S. 644 (1927).
62 MASON, supra note 4, at 520.

63 Stone was also disturbed by the reactions of several journals, which he respected, to the
Schwimmer decision. The New York Times stated that Butler's opinion turned altogether "upon
the applicant's views, opinions, and beliefs" and mused that "it is a little anomalous that a coun-
try which has renounced war should exclude from its citizenship a person whose chief offense is
her opposition to war," quoted in Madame Schwimmer - 'Without a Country,' in LITERARY
DIGEST, June 8, 1929, at 9. The Nation condemned the decision as Treason to Conscience and
declared that it "puts an indelible stain of disloyalty to American precedents, principles, and
ideals upon the names of ... every one of the judges who laid down this doctrine," quoted in
issue of June 12, 1929, at 689, reprinted in MASON, supra note 4, at 521.
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being as natural to love a government that assures us liberty as it is
unnatural to love a government that oppresses us.64

Judge Moore's response cultivated the seeds of doubt Stone had felt
after Schwimmer. Moore's advice was enough to convince Stone to
dissent in United States v. Macintosh,65 a similar case involving a Yale
divinity professor denied papers for refusing to pledge support for
American military ventures because it offended his religious beliefs.
Stone, sensitive to the case's First Amendment ramifications, joined
Holmes and Brandeis in Hughes' dissent. This opinion would later
influence Stone's inclusion of Paragraph Three in Footnote 4.

Moore also influenced Stone's awareness of minorities in
America just before the outbreak of World War II. Although both
men held neutral-isolationist views before the war toward what they
wanted to believe was a "European problem," both denounced the
Nazi regime's treatment of minority groups. However, they chided
the government's paradoxical condemnations of Nazism. In a March
1939 letter, Moore ridiculed America's hypocrisy in criticizing Nazi
Germany. "We are now parading and bawling.., against racial dis-
crimination," he wrote, "and yet there is no people that more fla-
grantly practices it than our own."'' Moore illustrated this point by
recalling examples of immigration and naturalization laws which
excluded Chinese, Japanese, and other non-whites, adding, "[b]efore
we excluded them we now and then massacred them."'6 7

Moore also condemned the Jim Crow laws in the South which
prevented blacks from being "[p]ut on an equal footing with whites as
regards [to] the suffrage."'  In a subsequent letter one year later,
Moore compared the treatment of Jews by the Nazis to that of Jeho-
vah's Witnesses by Americans,69 and compared the governor of Wis-
consin to Hitler for his harassment of Communists.7 ° Though Moore's
letters were actually written after Carolene, one can see the similarity
between the judge's concerns and Paragraphs Two and Three of Foot-
note 4. Stone's deep respect for Moore's opinions and advice (e.g.,

64 Id.
65 283 U.S. 605 (1931).
66 Bixby, supra note 60, at 763.
67 Id.
68 Id.
69 Id.
70 Id.
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Schwimmer and Macintosh) and his constant correspondence with the
venerable professor, permits reasonable speculation that Moore's
influence on Footnote 4 was apparent, though documentation of this is
unavailable.

In the Lehman letter, Justice Stone also refers to the "Court-
packing" crisis. This concern is particularly telling. Stone was a
Republican, so he was politically opposed to FDR. However, it is
more important to remember that Stone was first and foremost a
republican-that is, a believer in democracy and in the United States
Constitution. Though he was labeled a liberal because he refused to
strike down New Deal programs, Stone was not an admirer of FDR
or his programs. He was especially disturbed by Roosevelt's and the
Congressional New Dealers' apparent lack of respect for the Constitu-
tion, particularly the separation of power provisions. He called the
"[s]teady absorption of power by the President [and] the failure of
Congress to perform its legislative duties . . . of debate and of open
public discussion of public problems... an even greater menace than
the program for whose advancement these sacrifices have been
made."71 In other words, Stone highly disapproved of the rampant
delegation of power from Congress to FDR and the virtual abdication
of Congress' policy-making function. He saw this as a defilement of
the Constitution itself which was inconsistent with the republican tra-
dition of American democracy.

Justice Stone also strongly disapproved of the so-called "Court-
packing" strategy of FDR's Judicial Reform Act of 1937. He dis-
missed the proposal to add a new justice to the Court for each over
the age of 70 for its practical deficiencies. More importantly, he took
great exception to the Executive's deliberate assault on the indepen-
dence and dignity of the judiciary, a coequal branch of government.
This abuse of power was in direct violation of the separation of pow-
ers, which Madison had so carefully erected as a bulwark against tyr-
anny. The anguish he felt and the trepidation with which Stone
viewed the Court-packing crisis caused him considerable consterna-
tion. Referring to the plan, Justice Stone lamented:

71 Mason, supra note 31, at 371.
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It almost makes you wonder, whether the democratic form of govern-
ment can permanently endure, and whether we will not ultimately go
the way that so many European countries seem to be going now.7 2

This line of thought shows Stone's deep concern for the fate of Ameri-
can democracy during the late 1930s. It reflects his awareness of the
happenings in Europe and the anxiety with which he viewed the
future of democracy throughout the world, including the United
States (as he later bemoaned in the Lehman letter). Indeed, this was a
common theme in America and abroad. Many wondered whether
democracy could survive in a world where it was forced to compete
with alternative ideologies such as fascism and communism. "By the
end of the decade," one writer notes, "the survival of the democratic
system was in doubt. 7 3 Stone was particularly fearful of the rise of
fascism in Europe and was uneasy with the resemblance the New
Deal's concentration of executive power bore to it.

In addition, the furor over the Court-packing crisis spurred public
protest against the assault on the independence of the judiciary. Many
regarded the Supreme Court as the "sole protect[or] of our people
against political terrorism, religious bigotry, racial persecution, and
economic tyranny"7 4 and were reluctant "to even think of the denials
to minorities of constitutional guarantees if some of the doctrines
preached by groups in this country today should suddenly be enacted
into law."75 Public officials and the press called on the Supreme Court
to protect the rights of minority groups from "the festering infection
of our own ... prejudices."7 6 All of this was readily apparent to Jus-
tice Stone, a keen observer of public affairs. Footnote 4 seems to spe-
cifically take these concerns into account and provide protections for
those adversely affected by majority prejudices, as expressed during
the Court crisis.

Although it has probably been overemphasized historically, there
is little doubt that Holmes and Brandeis (and later Cardozo) had con-
siderable impact on Stone.7 7 The "Three Musketeers" or "Illustrious
Three," as they have been called, came together often in dissent from

72 MASON, supra note 31, at 446.
73 Bixby, supra note 60, at 747.
74 Bixby, supra note 60, at 753.
75 Id.
76 Id

77 MASON, supra note 34, at 251-62, 324-44.
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the conservative faction which dominated the Taft Court. Stone,
somewhat hesitant to dissent early in his first term on the bench, soon
found solace in the company of the Holmes-Brandeis minority.
Indeed, Chief Justice Taft lamented that "Stone has ranged himself
with Brandeis and with Holmes in a good many of our differences."78
However, the three differed in many aspects of philosophy, technique,
and background. They often agreed on the outcome of a case, but
many times filed separate opinions because they differed in interpre-
tation of law and methods of legal writing. Yet, all three shared a
recognition for the "need for a living law ... [and] judicial self-
restraint. '79 The bonds that united them were strong-all three were
quite taken with each other both personally and professionally-and
their collegial support for one another often gave them the strength
and support to withstand the dogmatic pressures from the majority.
"It is a great comfort," Stone said in 1928, "that when one starts out to
'proclaim the truth' he can usually count on such staunch supporters
as Justice Holmes and Justice Brandeis." 8

Perhaps the most important influence Holmes and Brandeis had
on Justice Stone came in the area of civil liberties. Footnote 4's con-
cern for civil liberties came directly out of the Holmes-Brandeis post-
World War I tradition. In cases like Abrams v. United States,81 Gitlow
v. New York,' and Whitney v. California,83 the two great dissenters
had blazed the trail of constitutional libertarianism. Indeed, Stone
recalled and adhered to Holmes' principle that "the Judge should not
be too rigidly bound to the tenet of judicial self-restraint in cases
involving civil liberties."'  Footnote 4 explicitly did this, proposing a
standard for a more exacting scrutiny of review for measures which
affected these rights or groups of peoples while sustaining judicial def-
erence to legislative and executive authority in other areas of govern-
ment.85 Indeed, in a reply to a student's inquiry, Stone stated that he

78 Braden, supra note 32, at 583. Taft said this in 1929.
79 MASON, supra note 50, at 130.
80 MASON, supra note 4, at 254.
81 250 U.S. 616 (1919).
82 268 U.S. 652 (1925).
83 274 U.S. 357 (1927).
84 MASON, supra note 33, at 152. Justice Holmes "was far more ready to find legislative

invasion where free inquiry was involved than in the debatable area of economics" FELix

FRANKFURTER, MR. JUSTICE HoLMEs AND THE SUPREME COURT 51 (1951).
85 In 1933, Holmes explained his theory of restraint to Stone: "Young man, about 75 years

ago I learned that I was not God. And so, when the people [through their elected representa-
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attempted to craft the distinction between restraint and civil liberties
activism that Holmes had made so famous, yet had never formally
undertaken: "You will find my formulation of it in a footnote in
United States v. Carolene Products. ,8 6

It is here that Justice Cardozo's influence on Stone is evident.
Reverberating Brandeis' earlier position that some rights were "fun-
damental principles of American government," Cardozo wrote of the
"social and moral values" of freedom of thought and speech as "the
very essence of ordered liberty"87 in Palko v. Connecticut (1937).88
Using Palko's "ordered liberty" concept, Stone merged each judge's
libertarian philosophy with his own and crafted an approach that
accounted for each in Footnote 4.89 He made this clear by unequivo-
cally declaring that: (1) the safeguards for freedom embodied in the
First Amendment were firmly anchored in the due process clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment, and (2) legislation which unnecessarily
infringed autonomy would be subjected to "more exacting judicial
scrutiny. '

Stone's law clerk for the 1937-38 term, Louis Lusky, also likely
influenced the Justice's creation of Footnote 4. As mentioned earlier,
Lusky was the original author of the footnote, though he was quick to
disavow credit or any persuasive powers in convincing Stone to adopt
it.91 Nevertheless, Lusky's role is significant. As he scrutinized his
Justice's first Carolene draft, Lusky realized that a footnote in Stone's

tives] want to do something [in the vast realm of economic and social legislation] I can't find in
the Constitution expressly forbidding them to do, I say, whether I like it or not, 'Goddamit, let
'em do it,"' Drew Pearson, in HENRY J. ABRAHAM, THE JuDiciARY: THE SUPREME COURT iN
THE GOVERNMENTAL PRocESs 55 (6th ed. 1983).

86 MASON, supra note 4, at 516. Stone made this comment in 1940.
87 MASON, supra note 4, at 516.
88 302 U.S. 319.
89 Stone often credited Holmes, Brandeis, and Hughes with laying the groundwork for the

civil liberty protections embodied in Footnote 4. He believed the footnote, in the spirit of this
foundation, and of Cardozo's Palko opinion, illustrated "what the Court had been doing in
recent years to iron out difficulties in the way of effective protection of freedom." MASON, supra
note 4, at 516.

90 MASON, supra note 4, at 517.
91 It was not unusual for Stone to allow his law clerks to use footnotes as trial balloons for

meritorious ideas. Lusky wrote:
I have always been proud of these contributions. They are my contributions only in a
limited sense. The ideas originated with me, but they became important only because the
Justice adopted them as his own. It would be a great mistake indeed to suppose that any
law clerk ever got anything into the Justice's opinions which he didn't want there himself.
He could not be pushed or persuaded against his own judgment.

Letter from Louis Lusky to Alpheus T. Mason (July 28, 1952), in MASON, supra note 4, at 513.
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Barnwell opinion had "suggested an approach to the problem of sal-
vaging civil liberties precedents from the wreckage of substantive due
process."'  Lusky drafted his own short footnote which addressed this
and attached it to Stone's Carolene opinion, deciding, upon the advice
of Harold Leventhal (Justice Reed's clerk during the 1937-38 term
and Justice Stone's clerk during the 1936-37 term) against having it
sent to the printers until after Justice Stone had read it.93 Lusky's
patience proved fruitful; Stone "adopted it almost as drafted, simply
toning down a couple of over-emphatic words."'94

In the midst of World War II and the Flag Salute Cases, Lusky
wrote Minority Rights and the Public Interest in the Yale Law Jour-
nal.95 In this article, he explained the "background and conceptual
underpinning of... Footnote 4, with special emphasis on the protec-
tions of Paragraph Three."96 Lusky reminded the legal and legislative
communities of minority protection, proposed in Carolene, by the
Court, against official action based on prejudice. This was key in
"[our] fight to preserve the principle of 'free' government"' both here
and abroad. It is obvious from this article, as well as a letter Lusky
wrote to Stone that same year, that Lusky had this relationship
between discrimination against minority groups and the idea of "free"
government in mind when he originally drew up Footnote 4.98

Stone provided a glimpse of his reasoning behind Footnote 4 in
his famous and much-lauded dissent in Minersville School District v.
Gobitis (1940), the first Flag Salute Case.99 Jehovah's Witnesses, Jus-

92 LuSKY, supra note 3, at 177. The Barnwell footnote reads:
Underlying the stated rule has been the thought, often expressed in judicial opinion, that
when the regulation is of such a character that its burden falls principally upon those
without the state, legislative action is not likely to be subjected to those political restraints
which are normally exerted on legislation where it affects adversely some interests within
the [state].
93 LuSKY, supra note 3, at 177-78.
94 MASON, supra note 3, at 513; see also Lusky, supra note 34, at 1096-1100; LusKY, supra

note 3, at 123-26; Linzer, supra note 54, at 281-83.
95 Louis Lusky, Minority Rights and the Public Interest, 52 YALE LJ. 1 (1942).
96 LusKy, supra note 3, at 131.
97 Lusky, supra note 95, at 18.
98 Letter from Louis Lusky to Harlan Fiske Stone (Oct. 26, 1942) in Bixby, supra note 60,

at 765.
99 Stone's opinions were well known to include "informative footnotes setting forth such

relevant data as legislative history, the findings of inquiry groups, and the fruits of research
generally... as the forum for the discussion of new principles, as he did in Barnwell [and as he
did in Carotene]." Stone effectively proposed new doctrine "in footnotes when he [was] unable
to bring his colleagues along and later when the discussion in conference reveals greater accept-
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tice Stone believed, represented precisely the kind of unpopular
minority which required special protection by the Court. They were
subjected to majority prejudices which tended to curtail the operation
of corrective political processes. Paragraph Three of Footnote 4 pro-
claimed the Court as the ultimate resolver of the clash, but Frank-
furter's majority opinion neglected this principle and renounced this
power. Justice Stone warned that abdication of this special role for
the judiciary could result in numerically inconsequential groups
becoming hapless victims to overpowering prejudice. "More search-
ing judicial scrutiny" must be applied to any act infringing minority
rights, he cautioned. Failure of the Court to do this would have lasting
negative effects on civil liberties, surrendering "the constitutional pro-
tection of the liberty of small minorities to that of the popular will."1"
This would allow and even invite majority prejudices to infringe on
minority opinions and groups: "If only popular causes are to enjoy
the benefit of the constitutional guarantees, they serve no purpose and
could as well not have been written.""1 1 Justice Stone likely knew of
the plight of the Gobitis children at the time of Carolene, for the con-
troversy arose out of a highly publicized incident in 1936. Stone, as we
have seen, paid close attention to public affairs and knew of the preju-
dicial attitude towards Jehovah's Witnesses when he proposed the
application of Footnote 4's protection.

A theme lightly touched upon previously, that of Justice Stone's
own personal experiences, also probably contributed to his concerns
necessitating the attachment of Footnote 4. During his tenure as dean
of Columbia Law School, Stone fought for academic freedom for his
faculty in direct clashes with the university's dictatorial president,
Nicholas M. Butler. The campus, and its president's office in particu-
lar, were not immune to the hysteria which swept the nation during
World War I. Butler went on a personal crusade to make Columbia's
classrooms "safe for democracy" by purging certain faculty members
from the university. Stone staunchly opposed this practice, arguing
that a professor did not "forfeit his rights as a citizen or as a social

ance of those views he [took] the bolder action of incorporating the thesis in the body of his
opinions. Since he was speaking only for himself in Gobitis, it is understandable why he was able
to elaborate so freely the idea first stated in a footnote in Carolene Products Corp." KONEFSKY,

supra note 4, at 262 n.16.
10 Minersville Sch. Dist. v. Gobitis, 310 U.S. 586, 605-06 (1940) (Stone, J., dissenting).
101 From an unpublished Stone opinion in MASON, supra note 4, at 535.
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being"" upon taking a teaching position. Further, he argued that a
professor must "be and remain free, free to form and hold his opin-
ions and free to express them without incurring the risk of loss of the
privileges and emoluments of his position." Stone actively supported
two professors who were expelled from the faculty because of their
opposition to the war, helping to mediate a compensatory pension set-
tlement for one of the exiles. Though Stone was unimpressed by the
"loose-thinking sentimentalists,"' 3 he was more disturbed by the
witchhunt tyranny of Butler, done in the name of patriotism."° This
fearful memory of repression remained with him and may well have
influenced his concerns later manifested in Footnote 4.

Stone's service on the Board of Inquiry during the Great War
also influenced his attitude toward unpopular and minority views.
Though an ardent supporter of the war (by September 1918 he was
prepared to "shoulder a musket and go with the rest if I pass the phys-
ical examination"), 5 he performed his duty on the board with charac-
teristic fairness and objectiveness. He viewed conscientious objectors,
particularly those of religious sects,"° with an understanding that was
truly rare in an era when many Americans wanted to hang dissidents
along with the Kaiser. Though he found the objectors' reasons uncon-
vincing, believing many to be eccentric and "densely ignorant of what
was going on in the world,"'" he did not think they were cowards or
slackers. Indeed, Stone even admired some of the dissidents' firm
adherence to their non-violent principles under such hostile circum-

102 MASON, supra note 4, at 110.
103 MASON, supra note 4, at 111.
104 Murray undertook similar loyalty oath drives during the middle 1930s, and Stone

reacted with similar disgust at these silly excesses:
Well, I see that Mr. Nicholas Murray Butler has discovered that true academic freedom is
identical with that of a citizen of the German Reich - the freedom to do what he is told by
his Fuehrer and entourage. I hope someone will be found in Columbia University to give
the nonsense the excoriation it deserves.

Letter from Harlan Fiske Stone to Young B. Smith (Oct. 5, 1940), in MASON, supra note 4, at
518.

105 MASON, supra note 4, at 100.
106 Justice William 0. Douglas wrote of Stone:

I know from what he told me that it was for him a moving experience. Perhaps he
learned from the quiet Quakers, or from those who are more impassioned, the full mean-
ing of religious freedom. Perhaps he saw in the deep, burning eyes of some the two
thousand drafted men whom he interviewed the message that there are some who will die
rather than bear false witness to their religion.

WiLiAM 0. DOUGLAS, ALMANAC OF LIBERTY 352 (1954).
107 MASON, supra note 4, at 103.
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stances, observing that a "normal man .. .might well have chosen
active duty at the front as an easier lot."'"

This experience forced Stone to confront a serious philosophical
issue. The conflict between liberty and state authority challenged him.
The judgments he made concerning this relationship shaped his juris-
prudential philosophy years later. For Stone, there was a major differ-
ence between

compelling a citizen to refrain from acts which he regards as moral but
which the majority of his fellow citizens and the law regard as immoral
or unwholesome to the life of the state ... and compelling him... to
do affirmative acts which he regards as unconscientious and
immoral. 1°9

Though he conceded the state's interest in its self-preservation and its
authority to act in manners that would facilitate this, Stone was leery
of the fanaticism which ran rampant in the nation and warned that
society should act with extreme caution in compelling conformity at
the price of individual liberty of conscience."' He truly believed that
liberty of conscience had "a moral and social value which ma[d]e it
worthy of preservation at the hands of the state."11' The sensitivity
Stone developed for unpopular minority views and groups during his
tenure on the Board of Inquiry would be reflected in the protections
of Footnote 4 years later, as well as in Gobitis.

Stone joined a committee protesting Palmer's "Red Raids" of
April 1920, helping to write a resolution condemning the crusades and
calling for an investigation of the Department of Justice's conduct.
He described it as "deportation delirium. 112 Later that spring, Stone
also took an active role in forming and passing a New York City Bar
Association resolution denouncing the New York State Assembly's
suspension of five elected Socialists. Though he felt no partiality to
radicals-be they socialists, communists, or anarchists-his commit-
ment to the basic principles of liberty and free government, crystal-
lized during the war, compelled him to take a firm stance against these
counter-insurgency measures done in the name of democracy. The

108 MASON, supra note 4, at 107.
109 Id.
110 MASON, supra note 4, at 108.
111 Beard, supra note 4, at xviii.
112 Id.
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Socialist Assemblymen had been duly elected by voters who had cho-
sen them. This was the very essence of the democratic political pro-
cess. Years later, Justice Stone would protect such tampering with the
political processes with Paragraph Two of Footnote 4. These exper-
iences influenced Justice Stone and left a great impression on him as
he pondered the role of the judiciary in relation to civil liberties in
Carolene. It is no accident that Footnote 4 implied a special effort to
protect the liberties of unpopular groups and individuals with whom
he had dealt in the past.

VI. CONCLUSION

Several factors influenced Justice Stone's inclusion of Footnote 4
in United States v. Carolene Products. Chief Justice Charles Evans
Hughes was directly responsible for the inclusion of Paragraph One.
His approach suggested that the prohibitions of the Bill of Rights
must be protected from infringement. This evolved into the "pre-
ferred position" of freedoms doctrine. Justice Stone firmly believed in
self-government and the United States Constitution, and the nature of
the times-both in America and abroad-warned that the American
republican state was in peril. The Lehman letter illustrates Stone's
depth of concern for this and implies that Footnote 4 suggested ways
to preserve essential aspects of the American democratic system.
Stone also maintained an active correspondence with a number of
thoughtful people. These acquaintances, especially Professor Loew-
enstein and Judge Moore, influenced the Justice's outlook on life and
jurisprudential philosophy. Their letters concerning the rise of major-
ity tyranny and the treatment of minorities, both here and abroad,
heightened Stone's awareness that these groups required special pro-
tection from the judiciary because the ballot box could not be relied
upon.

Justices Oliver Wendell Holmes, Louis D. Brandeis, and Benja-
min N. Cardozo all made significant impressions on Justice Stone's
concern for civil liberties while he was on the Court. Along with an
occasional assist from Hughes, they combined with Stone to form the
Court's first real libertarian coalition. All adhered to Holmes' belief
that "the judge should not be too rigidly bound to ... restraint in cases
involving civil liberties." This approach was given jurisprudential
roots by Stone in Footnote 4.
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Finally, the experiences of Harlan Stone during and shortly after
World War I also influenced the concerns he felt necessary to provide
a remedy for in Footnote 4. His suspicion of counter-insurgency
measures done in the name of protecting democracies crystallized dur-
ing the Great War and its aftermath and he specifically addressed
these apprehensions in Footnote 4.

It is impossible to speculate which of these factors influenced Jus-
tice Stone the most as he crafted Footnote 4. What requires no specu-
lation is the assessment that throughout every situation, Stone judged
each case with his characteristic fairness and objectivity. Whether it
was a case dealing with a conscientious objector to war, a Socialist
state assemblyman, a warning of Nazi brutality from a Jewish refugee,
or a Jehovah's Witness who would not salute the flag, Stone impar-
tially considered all sides before forming his opinion. He was always
willing to hear the complete evidence and decide each situation on its
merits. This enlightened objectivity, free from the prejudices that
often accompany such charged situations, allowed Stone to distinguish
reality from rhetoric and parcel out even-handed justice. Even when
he did not share the sentiments of those who sought protection, Stone
was able to adjudicate according to impartial canons of justice. This
rare quality was the most important factor in Justice Stone's crafting
of Footnote 4's protections. His objective vision allowed him to see
the abuses here in America, and pushed him to carve out a special
role for the Court to guard against these transgressions because he
knew that justice required it.

Perhaps George D. Braden, Louis Lusky's former law partner,
best speculatively summarized Justice Stone's thinking in Footnote 4
when he wrote:

I am first of all a man of reason. I believe in reason and its power in
the market place of ideas. I am also a democrat. I believe that our
governments are to be run by the governed. Therefore, I shall use my
great power as a Supreme Court justice sparingly, but I shall use it
when it is necessary to preserve the democratic process or to protect
those injured by unreason under circumstances where political
processes cannot be relied upon to protect them.113

113 Braden, supra note 32, at 580-81.
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Braden encapsulated, in a couple of sentences, the thesis of this entire
paper. Moreover, this incredible footnote merits much more research.
It is truly one of the landmarks of modem constitutional history, and a
worthy monument to the honorable Justice Harlan Fiske Stone.


